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Hello VaM community and fans!

As most of you know, our 1.20 release is nearing completion. The original plan was to release
before the end of June, but given the large scope of what's going into 1.20, our team will be
spending at least two more weeks before releasing. 

Here are some of the many features being developed in parallel for this release:  
    - Improving the VaM Hub
    - Working on an official Wiki and better documentation, to be hosted on Hub
    - Integrating the Hub with VaM itself: browse, download and install addons directly inside VaM
    - Improved scene management as part of the planned scene wizard system
    - Load time improvements : See this feature in action! 
    - Many other improvements 

VIDEO AND MEDIA
This month we have 94 brand new community videos. Need a little inspiration for your Virt-A-
Mate scenes? Get a massive dose on our Virt-A-Mate's Erome June Gallery! Unleash your
creativity and remember to share what you make! 

Interested in getting onto our galleries? The best way is by sharing your creations on the
#screenshots channel of our Discord server. I can't wait to see what you come up with! 

Enjoy 649 images from our talented community! There is really no better place to see what the
community has been up to than with this album. The VaM community is a global community,
and I invite you to come see how fantastic and talented they are! 
You can enjoy the new June Album on Slushe.com! 

DISCOVER GREAT CONTENT

COMMUNITY GALLERY
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Want to enjoy VaM content beyond the software itself? Enter
the VAM Wallpaper Pack: This is a great new way to consume
and enjoy community created content, right while you work
on your pc.  Got multiple monitors? That's a plus! Enjoy
June's pack, and let us know what you think by connecting
with us on Twitter at @VirtAMate. 

Jakoob Meyer's Micro Skirt
Enjoy this Micro skirt, from Jakuub Meyer, with love. Excellent for all
occasions!

Roac's remastered Hair pack
Discover a total of 7 beautiful hair styles for your model by the talented
Roac. 

MacGruber's Life 7
If you have not yet tried MacGruber's Life plugin, prepare yourself for
a model that breathes, moans and takes your VaM experience up to the
next level!

KDollMASTA's MK9 model
Ultra popular, drop dead gorgeous Asian model that will melt your
heart!

Knitted Summer Bottoms with presets by AnythingFashionVR
The detail on this is just incredible. Outfit your VaM model with this
attractive piece, perfect for warmer weather!

Deluxe Pussy Hair Styles by SCAMP
Bushy? We got it. Shaved? We got it? Don't miss these five hair styles
with presets!

Kate Hair Styles by Miki
Five elegant hair styles by talented creator Miki - a perfect hair style
for every occasion!

Wet Bits by Spacedog
This awesome pack includes wet lips, nipples, vagina, anus and penis.
Optimized for both males and females!

BreastAutoGravity plugin by VeeRifter
A fantastic plugin that emulates the effect of gravity on the breasts.
Check out the link for a video demonstration!

 VAM Wallpapers pack #2

We have a growing presence on PornHub with some stunning community made content, so be
sure to check it out as wel. 

 If you would like more detail visit our the Virt-A-Mate Public Plans page.

We will always follow a philosophy of quality first, schedule second. Because of the amazing
support we have received through Patreon backers like you, our team has recently expanded by 2
additional members. This has helped with the VaM Hub integration, and going forward will allow
1.X releases to continue while 2.X is developed in parallel.

Thank you again for your continued and generous support!

We cannot wait for the future of VaM with the 2.X platform, your pledges have ensured this
future will be bright!

Meshed and the Virt-A-Mate team

Credit Miki

Credit Damarmau

Prestigitis' Sleeveless Trapeze Dress
A stunning and intricate dress from the talented Prestigitis! 

WeebU's Girlfriends
Get your erotic futa action fix with these three awesome scenes!
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For more stunning content like this, visit 
https://hub.virtamate.com

Alternatively, you can also view the gallery on the Hub's Media Showcase section!
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